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The lighting industry continues its transformation into LED and beyond. The continued breakthroughs and new developments provide almost 
limitless possibilities with light. Products are improved, new designs are created, lighting controls are simplified...

But regardless of the innovation in the lighting industry, the timeless importance of focussing on the client has never changed. That’s what makes RLT 
Onsite consultancy different. A cutting edge product that works well in one application does not work well in every application. A breakthrough design 
that transforms one project does not transform every project.

The expertise that ensures we turn any vision into reality will turn your vision into reality!

INNOVATIVE TEAM

Your lighting scheme is exceptional, unique with specifics we may not 
have encountered in our 30 years of experience. Our values haven’t 
changed. Using the same approach with energy, innovation, integrity and 
teamwork at the foundation, you can be assured of a strategic partner in 
RLT Onsite that puts you at the centre of everything we do.Innovat

ion

UNDERSTANDING NEEDS

Regardless of how specific your requirements are, RLT Onsite will 
approach each project with an innovative mindset to ensure a stunning 
result. It is key that we understand you first to ensure we bring a scheme 
that works. This includes challenging the accepted norm, employing the 
use of experts in each field and brainstorming ideas.

Putting you first so the result is second to none

TURNING VISIONS INTO REALITY AND MAKING LIFE EASIER…
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DESIGN AND PRODUCT SELECTION 

There will be a solution that performs for you.  Having already understood 
your requirements, it is only then that we work with a diverse range of 
manufacturers to bring a high performance solution for you.  Full render 
and design capability presented in a high quality book will be provided to 
make understanding your solution easier.

PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY 

Key manufacturing partners across Europe ensure that RLT Onsite can 
work with rapid lead times on the most advanced projects. Our supply 
chain is carefully monitored to ensure high quality results that perform. 
Delivery to sites can be staged, split by area and labelled by plan to make 
life easier for installers.

POST COMPLETION SUPPORT 

An after sales technical team is on hand to offer ongoing support with a 
unique package that will ensure value is maximised in you project. We’ll 
even share our finished project images from our marketing team for use 
in your own marketing. You remain at the centre following any completed 
project to ensure the vision remains a reality.
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Changing the approach to lighting projects

…WITH CLIENT-CENTRIC LIGHTING CONSULTANCY
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OUR MISSION…
continuously dedicated to making life easier for our clients
 

OUR VALUES…
energy | innovation | integrity | teamwork
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